CALL FOR PROPOSALS
LA DANSE EN GRANDE FORME

In an attempt to answer two major challenges of live performing arts: boosting the production of big
choreographic pieces and bringing them before new audiences, the La Danse en grande forme project
initiated an unprecedented mutualization, bringing together 11 structures of both French
choreographic labels (CCN and CDCN): CNDC - Angers, Malandain Ballet Biarritz, La Manufacture CDCN Nouvelle-Aquitaine Bordeaux · La Rochelle, CCN de Caen en Normandie, L’échangeur - CDCN
Hauts-de-France, CCN - Ballet national de Marseille, CCN de Nantes, CCN d’Orléans, Atelier de Paris /
CDCN, Le Gymnase CDCN Roubaix Hauts-de-France and La Place de La Danse - CDCN Toulouse /
Occitanie.
After its first edition in 2019, the project has been renewed for a second edition.
La Danse en grande forme will grant the winning proposal with a coproduction fund of €77,000 (€7,000
per structure) to support the creation that has been chosen.
Residency periods could also be set up in some of the CCNs and CDCNs participating to the project.
Another objective is to encourage the dissemination of the supported creation in the territory of the
structures taking part in La Danse en grande forme (in a spirit of partnership with other structures).
We are therefore launching a call for proposals in order to chose the proposal that will be supported.
Acceptability criteria
➢ Open to companies in France and abroad,
➢ The project must be led by one or several independent choreographers (artist-directors of CCNs and
national ballets excluded),
➢ The project must be created during the 2022-2023 season,
➢ Open to all projects with approximately 10 to 15 performers on stage,
➢ The priority will be given to artists going for big choreographic pieces for the first time.
Schedule and selection modalities
➢ December 15th, 2020: application submission deadline,
➢ January/February 2020: preselection of 4 proposals,
➢ Beginning of March 2021: interviews and selection of the winning proposal.
Application
Your application must include the following elements:
➢ Summary sheet,
➢ Production documentation:
- Letter of intent,
- Presentation of the artistic team,
- Production schedule,
- Draft budget,
- Estimation of the financial cost of copyright assignment and tour conditions,
➢ Links to video recordings of previous creations,
➢ Your application must be submitted before December 15 th, 2020
Ladanseengrandeforme@gmail.com.

via

For additional information, please send us an email at: Ladanseengrandeforme@gmail.com.
Contact : Frédéric Pérouchine, secrétaire général
perouchinef@gmail.com / 06 63 17 49 51
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